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SPACEPOLE INC.’S   
SAFEGUARD® PRODUCT GROUP
With the current Coronavirus pandemic focusing  

 customers sensitivity to hygiene and safety in all public   
places, retailers  are now having to match this heightened 

Ř˹ŘʁƬȭƬʊʊ�˹ǔǜǒ�ȧɁƞǔǞƋŘǜǔɁȭʊ�Řȭƞ�ƬȭǒŘȭƋƬȧƬȭǜʊ� �
to their retail spaces.

In response for the need to facilitate social distancing and   
create saniti˘ed retail environments whilƬ maintaining a   

ʊƬƋˁʁƬ�Řȭƞ�ƋɁȭǞƞƬȭǜǔŘǚ�ǜʁŘȭʊŘƋǜǔɁȭ�ʊƬǜǜǔȭǷƙ�ăɡŘƋƬñɁǚƬ��ȭƋƖ�
have developed a dynamic group of products  
ǜǒŘǜ�ɁǏƬʁ�ʊˁɡɡɁʁǜ�ǜɁ�ʁƬǜŘǔǚƬʁʊ�ǔȭ�ǜǒƬǔʁ��ɁŽǖƬƋǜǔ˸Ƭ� 

of creating a payment location that  gives  
ƋɁȭǌǔƞƬȭƋƬ�Řȭƞ�ʁƬŘʊʊˁʁŘȭƋƬ�ǜɁ�������

operators and customers.

SAFEGUARD® SCREEN
A low cost and simple to install acrylic screen that creates  a pro-
tective barrier for everyone at the point of sale. The  screen can 
ƬŘʊǔǚ˿�ʁƬǜʁɁǞǜ�ǜɁ�Ƭ˾ǔʊǜǔȭǷ�ăɡŘƋƬñɁǚƬ�ǔȭʊǜŘǚǚŘǜǔɁȭʊ��Ɂʁ�ƋɁȧɡǚƬȧƬȭǜ�
Ƭ˾ǔʊǜǔȭǷ�ǒŘʁƞ˹ŘʁƬ�˹ǔǜǒɁˁǜ�ǜŘǘǔȭǷ�ˁɡ�Řȭ˿��ǜʁŘȭʊŘƋǜǔɁȭŘǚ�ʊɡŘƋƬ�
ƬǔǜǒƬʁ�ǔȭ�ǜǒƬ�ɡŘƋǘǔȭǷ�Ɂʁ�ɡŘ˿ȧƬȭǜ�ŘʁƬŘʊƖ�

Cleanliness is paramount and the acrylic surface can be easily  
 cleaned with warm soapy water without causing any damage   
or degradation to the surface.

HAND SANITIZER HOLDER
An easily installed dispenser holder provides customers with  a  
ɴˁǔƋǘ�Řȭƞ�ƋɁȭ˸ƬȭǔƬȭǜ�ɁɡɡɁʁǜˁȭǔǜ˿�ǜɁ�ʊŘȭǔǜǔ˘Ƭ�ǜǒƬǔʁ�ǒŘȭƞʊ��ŽƬǌɁʁƬ� 
Řȭƞ�ŘǢƬʁ�ƋɁȧɡǚƬǜǔȭǷ�ǜǒƬǔʁ�ɡŘ˿ȧƬȭǜ�ǜʁŘȭʊŘƋǜǔɁȭƖ��

Ä˸ŘǔǚŘŽǚƬ�ǜɁ�ƋɁȭȭƬƋǜ�ǜɁ�Řȭ�Ƭ˾ǔʊǜǔȭǷ�ăɡŘƋƬñɁǚƬ�ɡŘ˿ȧƬȭǜ�ɡǚŘǜƬ��Ɂʁ� 
Řʊ�Řȭ�ŘƞƞǔǜǔɁȭ�ǜɁ�Ř�ǚŘʁǷƬʁ�ăɡŘƋƬñɁǚƬ�ȧɁˁȭǜǔȭǷ�ʊɁǚˁǜǔɁȭƙ�ǜǒƬ��ƞǔʊȊ 
penser holder has also been designed to be wall mounted,  a top- 
ȧɁˁȭǜƬƞ�˸ŘʁǔŘȭǜ�ǌɁʁ�ǡɁɁʁ�ʊǜŘȭƞʊ�Řȭƞ�Ǟ˾ǔȭǷʊ�ǜɁ�ŘƋƋɁȧȧɁƞŘǜƬ� 
its need to be mounted on the end of a swing arm.

EXTENDED PAYMENT PADDLE
Enables a payment terminal device or mobile card reader to be attached to one  end of an ergonomic 
handle before being presented to the customer from a safe  distance to complete a payment transac-
ǜǔɁȭƖ��ȭ�ƬǔǜǒƬʁ�Ř�ʯ̋̋ȧȧ�Ɂʁ�ȴ̋̋ȧȧ��ƋɁȭǞǷˁʁŘǜǔɁȭƙ�ǜǒƬ�ɡŘƞƞǚƬ�Ɂ˸ƬʁƋɁȧƬʊ�ɡʁǔ˸ŘƋ ƙ˿�ʊŘǌƬǜ˿�Řȭƞ�ʊƬƋˁʁǔǜ˿�
ƋǒŘǚǚƬȭǷƬʊ�ǌɁʁ��ƞʁǔ˸ƬȊǜǒʁˁƙ�ȧŘȭȭƬƞ�ǘǔɁʊǘƙ�ǒɁȧƬ�ƞƬǚǔ˸Ƭʁ˿�Řȭƞ�ɁǜǒƬʁ�ɽŘǜȊŘȊƞǔʊǜŘȭƋƬɻ�ǜʁŘȭʊŘƋǜǔɁȭʊƖ

MOVING THE PAYMENT DEVICE
ăɡŘƋƬñɁǚƬ��ȭƋƖ�ɡʁɁ˸ǔƞƬʊ�ǜ˹Ɂ�ŘǚǜƬʁȭŘǜǔ˸Ƭʊ�ǜɁ�ǜǒƬ�ƞǔʊǜŘȭƋǔȭǷ�ȭɁ˹�ʁƬɴˁǔʁƬƞ�ŽƬǜ˹ƬƬȭ�ɁɡƬʁŘǜɁʁ�and 
�ƋˁʊǜɁȧƬʁƕ�Äȭ�Ƭ˾ǜƬȭƞƬƞ�ʊ˹ǔȭǷ�Řʁȧ�Ɂǌ�ˁɡ�ǜɁ�ȴ̋̋ȧȧ�ǜǒŘǜ�ƋŘȭ�ŽƬ�ʁƬǜʁɁǞǜǜƬƞ�ǜɁ�Ƭ˾ǔʊǜǔȭǷ�ƋɁȭǞǷˁʁŘ-
ǜǔɁȭʊ��Ɂǌ�ɡŘ˿ȧƬȭǜʊ�ǜƬʁȧǔȭŘǚƙ�ʊƋʁƬƬȭƙ�ʊƋŘȭȭƬʁ�Řȭƞ�ɡʁǔȭǜƬʁ�ȧɁˁȭǜǔȭǷ�ʊɁǚˁǜǔɁȭʊ�ǌʁɁȧ�ăɡŘƋƬñɁǚƬ��ȭƋƖʒ�
�Ř�ʁŘǔǚ�ȧɁˁȭǜ�ʊɁǚˁǜǔɁȭ�ƋɁȧŽǔȭƬƞ�˹ǔǜǒ�Ɂˁʁ�Ƭ˾ǔʊǜǔȭǷ�ɡŘ˿ȧƬȭǜ�ȧɁˁȭǜǔȭǷ�ɡʁɁƞˁƋǜʊ�ǜǒŘǜ�ɁǏƬʁʊ�ǜǒƬ�
ɁɡǜǔɁȭ��ǜɁ�ʁƬǚɁƋŘǜƬ�˿Ɂˁʁ�ɡŘ˿ȧƬȭǜ�ƞƬ˸ǔƋƬ�ǜɁ�ǜǒƬ�Ƭȭƞ�Ɂǌ�˿Ɂˁʁ�ƋǒƬƋǘɁˁǜ�ʊǜŘǜǔɁȭƖ

Kaylee Babineau
awareness with modifications and enhancements to their retail spaces. In response for the need to facilitate social distancing and create sanitized retail environments while maintaining a secure and confidential transaction setting, SpacePole Inc. have developed a dynamic group of products that offer support to retailers in their objective of creating a payment location that gives confidence and reassurance to operators and customers. e barrier for everyone at the point of sale. The screen can retrofit to existing SpacePole installations or complement g hardware without taking up any transactional space in the packing or payment areas. liness is paramount and the acrylic surface can be easily d with warm soapy water without causing any damage radation to the surface. quick and convenient opportunity to sanitize their hands be and after completing their payment transaction. Available to connect to an existing SpacePole payment plat as an addition to a larger SpacePole mounting solution, the penser holder has also been designed to be wall mounted, a mounted variant for floor stands and fixings to accommoda its need to be mounted on the end of a swing arm.


